EXTRA TOUGH GASKETS can wash-down at 1600psi
Following extensive field investigations, Clipsal now introduces a high water pressure gasket for 56E1, 56E2 and 56E4 enclosures to satisfy your extreme hygiene needs.

The sometimes fatal dangers associated with poor hygiene have had greater focus in recent times. And there is a special concern for high risk areas such as dairies, abattoirs and food processing plants.

In these environments it is common to use stronger than usual cleaning chemicals, extremely high water temperatures and equally high water pressures on 56 Series products.

During Clipsal’s field investigations it was found that high risk environments are most commonly cleaned using a 75°C, 1600psi, 25 l/min. high pressure cleaning gun with chemical cleaner added.

The unique 56 Series Clipsal High Pressure Gaskets are specially designed to cater for these kinds of extreme situations.

**56 HPG SERIES MEETS AND EXCEEDS IP66**

Protected against jets of water of similar force to heavy seas.

You can order them now at your nearest Clipsal dealer.

**56HPG1**
1 Gang<br>High Pressure Gasket

**56HPG2/1**
2 Gang<br>High Pressure Gasket, suits 56CV Series
56 SERIES

56HPG1
1 Gang High Pressure Gasket

56HPG2/1
2 Gang High Pressure Gasket suits one two gang cover

56HPG2/2
2 Gang High Pressure Gasket suits two one gang covers

56HPG4/3
4 Gang High Pressure Gasket suits one two gang cover and two one gang covers

56HPG4/4
4 Gang High Pressure Gasket suits four one gang covers

- The ideal solution for high pressure cleaning environments
- Unique and only available from Clipsal
- Designed to suit extreme food preparation environments
- Made to last in our harsh Australian conditions
- Specially developed from extensive field investigations
Clipsal’s 56 Series is the result of over 15 years of research and development. (Clipsal pioneered the use of plastics in Australia back in the 1940s.)

Years of experience has made us experts in the understanding of plastic and its many applications. We can confidently say there is no economical way to offer both maximum impact strength and chemical resistance under all conditions.

Without compromise we offer three different kinds of materials to suit different kinds of applications. So you can be sure the 56 Series ranges are designed to suit just about every heavy-duty application.

**Standard Grey**
Ideal for use in schools, shopping centres, warehouses, workshops, manufacturing plants and anywhere else that strength and reliability are of prime importance. Excellent UV resistance. To order add GY to the catalogue number eg. 56C310 becomes 56C310GY.

**Chemical Resistant Orange**
These products have a broad resistance to general chemical attack in indoor and outdoor locations. They are perfect for chemical plants, timber plants, processing plants and laboratories. Excellent UV resistance. To order add RO to the catalogue number eg. 56C310 becomes 56C310RO.

**Chemical Resistant White**
These products have the same properties as the Chemical Resistant Orange models. They provide excellent UV resistance and are designed for use where appearance is important, like in supermarkets and fast food outlets. To order add RW to the catalogue number eg. 56C310 becomes 56C310RW.

**Chemical Resistant Grey**
This range has been developed for applications where strong alkalis are used in cleaning. Making them ideal for indoor food locations such as dairies, abattoirs and food processing plants. To order add CG to the catalogue number eg. 56C310 becomes 56C310CG.

56 Series Catalogue
Full details on the Clipsal 56 Series are provided in our technical catalogue. Contact your nearest Clipsal rep.
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**International Enquiries**
Head Office Export Department
Telephone +61 8 8269 0511
Facsimile +61 8 8340 7350
E-Mail export@clipsal.com.au

**New Zealand**
Clipsal Industries (NZ) Ltd (Auckland)
Telephone (09) 576 3403
Facsimile (09) 576 1015
E-Mail headoffice@clipsal.co.nz

**Customer Service**
Free Fax (0508) 250 305
Auckland/Mobile Phone (09) 572 0014
Free Phone (0508) CLIPSAL 2547 725

You can find this brochure and many others online in PDF format at: clipsal.com
Follow the links off the home page or access the following page directly: clipsal.com/wat_lib_pdf.cfm
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